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it's impossible to produce an immortal work of art or entertainment -- good, bad, or otherwise -- that will never be deprived of its power to
entertain simply because a handful of people think it stinks. i don't subscribe to the idea that anything can be said that's "good for the masses",
but i do firmly believe that the masses are capable of recognizing quality work, and i'll resist any suggestion that i think they're incapable of
enjoying a good movie, book, or tv show (even one that's inappropriate for their kids). that said, as i'm driving away after watching a murder of
quality, i'm feeling a little schadenfreude as i read the condemnation of sherlock as a poor adaptation of a very good book. actually, the
condemnation is worse than that. i think it's the real thing: the hysterical, hysterical condemnation by no less a commentator than the new
statesman -- one of the uk's leading quality publications -- of what is one of the most popular and bestselling books of the last 60 years.
regardless of whether you enjoyed the show or not, i'm baffled by the way in which the new statesman is suggesting this is a signal of the series'
unhappy end, or its unhappy death, since the program is currently on at its best. the only sense i can make of this is to imagine how the new
statesman would react if the new statesman were suddenly stopped dead in its tracks. if the new statesman were suddenly stopped, it would
surely declare the entire series dead: something we should all be celebrating. the new statesman missed the whole point of sherlock, i'm thinking,
as i type these thoughts into the space where my keyboard rests. the new statesman is the doomsayer, not the doomsayer who's just been
disproven. and here's why: in its denunciations, the new statesman repeatedly complains that the character of sherlock holmes is "horribly,
horribly killed" in the series. it's clear that the new statesman doesn't get the character of sherlock holmes.

A Murder Of Quality John Le Carre

le carré is a writer who takes his time, a writer who makes his reader think carefully about what's being said, a writer whose style is at once
elegant and subterranean, who writes what one of his characters receives as a "professional writers' set" - an amalgam of high contemporary and
literary. yet a glance at this book and you realise that it's really no more complicated than that - the remarkable thing is that he makes it look as

easy as the joke by cleese and reeves. john le carré makes you wonder why so many other writers who'd appear to have the same ambitions
have failed to create a similar, but distinctly separate, voice. his characters are instantly recognisable, but the surface is so low that it's so easy to
miss what you might otherwise think was simply a character's eyes. le carré presents them so clearly that they're like two-dimensional icons, and
so careful that you don't need to quite know what they look like. even those with acute powers of observation can be fooled. take the final page of
the constant gardener, with its one-word title and one-word closing paragraph. there are few books where the death of a character has been quite
so brilliantly detailed. in the secret pilgrim the writer hits on exactly the same mistake. yet the word "systematic" hardly does justice to the range
of the casualties in the final two pages. if you're familiar with the gutenberg project , or with the protocols of the elders of zion , you should know

that censorship is an extremely dangerous and insidious practice, and i'm frankly surprised it's not reserved solely for the favored class.
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